Moving Designs

For each pair of figures, tell how the figure was moved. Write slide, flip, or turn.

1. A
   
   B

2. C
   
   D

3. E
   
   F

4. G
   
   H

Four of the figures shown above were combined to create each design below. Write the letter of each figure in the grid to show how the design was created. The first grid has been completed as an example.

5. 
   
   E   B
   
   G   F

6. 
   
   
   

7. 
   
   

8. 
   
   

9. 
   
   

10. 
    
    

Name ___________________________ Date ____________
Moving Designs

For each pair of figures, tell how the figure was moved. Write slide, flip, or turn.

1. A
   B
   turn

2. C
   D
   flip or turn

3. E
   F
   turn or flip

4. G
   H
   turn

Four of the figures shown above were combined to create each design below. Write the letter of each figure in the grid to show how the design was created. The first grid has been completed as an example.

5. E B
   G F

6. G A
   H B

7. E E
   F F

8. F E
   E F

9. B H
   A G

10. D C
    C D